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Abstract

The paper analyses different techniques that might be employed in order to solve various problems of combinatorial

optimization and argues that the best results can be achieved by the use of software running on a general-purpose

computer together with an FPGA-based reconfigurable co-processor. It suggests an architecture for a combinatorial co-

processor that is based on hardware templates and consists of reconfigurable functional and control units. Finally the

paper demonstrates how the co-processor can be applied to two practical applications formulated over discrete ma-

trices, the Boolean satisfiability and covering problems.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of reconfigurable computing it

becomes possible to create rapidly custom hard-

ware implementations of various algorithms that

cannot be solved efficiently using other known

approaches (such as ASIC-based implementations,
realization on general-purpose computers (GPCs),

etc.). The effectiveness of reconfigurable circuits in

general, and FPGA-based circuits in particular,

depends on the application, and for certain classes
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of problems they provide many advantages from

the point of view of performance, the resources

required, etc. [14]. This potential has been realized

by many different research machines, such as

DECPeRLe [37], Splash 2 [6], PRISM [4], RENCO

[13], Spyder [16], etc. [25]. There are many appli-

cations where an FPGA-based system offers a very
high performance solution, including DNA pat-

tern recognition, RSA cryptography [27], the

traveling salesman problem [11], long integer

arithmetic [37], signal processing [9], neural net-

works [17], image processing [15], and the Boolean

satisfiability (SAT) problem [23].

Most of the current systems that are imple-

mented in reconfigurable hardware are data pro-
cessing computations based on relatively simple

algorithms. The applications that are suitable for

a configurable realization usually have a large

number of bit-level manipulations, which is typical
ed.
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for applications in image processing, cryptogra-

phy, etc. This paper suggests applying the config-

urable computing technique to problems that

involve rather more complex flow of control op-

erations, in particular, problems in the area of

combinatorial optimization. There are a few re-
configurable engines available for such problems

[1,11,22–24,36,41,42]. They are mainly based on

the idea of instance-specific hardware, which as-

sumes that a specific FPGA configuration is gen-

erated for each individual problem. In this paper

we propose a domain-specific approach that en-

ables a variety of problems in the area of combi-

natorial computation to be addressed. The
proposed technique is based on a reconfigurable

combinatorial processor (RCP) that is going to be

used for solving combinatorial tasks formulated

over discrete matrices [40]. The approach we have

adopted is based on special hardware templates

(HTs) that allow execution and control units with

the same architecture to be used for a variety of

problems, and which do not require to be changed
from one task to another. In this case, it is only

necessary to configure the basic computational

operations and the corresponding control algo-

rithms for each combinatorial problem.

The paper is divided into eight sections. Section

1 is this introduction. Section 2 presents typical

models and methods used in the field of combi-

natorial optimization. Section 3 gives an overview
of possible strategies for combinatorial computa-

tions. Section 4 discusses the architecture of the

proposed RCP. Experiments are presented in

Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the principal ideas

of software/reconfigurable hardware partitioning.

Section 7 surveys related work on reconfigurable

accelerators for solving combinatorial optimiza-

tion problems, providing the respective compari-
son with the RCP. Finally, the conclusion is given

in Section 8.
2. Models and methods of combinatorial optimiza-

tion

The problems of combinatorial optimization
arise in many application areas such as logic de-

sign, technical diagnostics, artificial intelligence,
etc. [20,40]. Many of these problems are known to

be NP-hard [10], which means that in general, the

execution time for a solution grows exponentially

with the size of a problem instance. Of course, with

the proposed approach, we cannot cancel out this

effect of exponential growth, but we are able to
delay it by enabling the primary operations of the

respective algorithms to be executed more effi-

ciently.

The exact algorithms that are employed in the

area of combinatorial optimization are usually

based on the generation and exhaustive examina-

tion of all possible solutions until a solution with a

desired quality is found. The primary decision to
be taken in this approach is how to generate the

candidate solutions effectively. A widely accepted

answer to this question consists of constructing a

decision tree [18], which enables all possible solu-

tions to be generated in a well-structured and ef-

ficient way. The root of the tree is considered to be

the starting point that corresponds to the initial

situation. The other nodes represent various situ-
ations that can be reached during the search for

results. The arcs of the tree specify steps of the

algorithm that have been performed. Initially, the

decision tree is unknown and it is constructed

during the search process.

A distinctive feature of this approach is that at

each node of the decision tree the same problem is

being solved. The only thing that changes from
node to node is the input data. This means that the

whole problem reduces to the execution of a large

number of repeated operations over a periodically

modified set of data.

Of course, the method of exhaustively checking

all possible solutions cannot be used for the ma-

jority of practical problems because it requires

such a very long execution time. That is why it is
necessary to apply some optimization techniques

that reduce the number of the situations that need

to be considered. In order to speed up the dis-

covering of the results various tree-pruning tech-

niques are applied. Usually the pruning process is

based on erasing repeated variants and on avoid-

ing feasible solutions that have a cost higher than

the cost of any solution already found. Sometimes
it is possible to apply problem-specific methods

that allow big portions of the decision tree to be
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pruned by exploiting instance-specific information

that can be obtained during the search. A good

example of this technique is non-chronological

backtracking that is widely used in the state-of-

the-art SAT solvers [21,28].

The other known method of improving the ef-
fectiveness of the search is a reduction [40], which

permits the current situation to be replaced with

some new simpler situation without sacrificing any

feasible solution. As a result, the number of com-

putations that are required for the analysis of sit-

uations resulting from the current algorithmic step

can be reduced. Returning to the example of the

Boolean satisfiability problem, the well-known
unit-clause rule is a good illustration of this tech-

nique [12].

However, a reduction is not possible for all

existing situations. In this case another method is

used that relies on the divide-and-conquer strategy

[19]. This applies to critical situations that have to

be divided into several simpler situations such that

each of them has to be examined. The objective is
to find the minimum number of such variants.

Very often these new situations can be ordered

according to some criteria. Considering such pre-

liminary ordered variants essentially increases the

effectiveness of computations.

It is not always possible to find the optimal

solution for a number of practical combinatorial

problems in a reasonable time with the available
computational resources. In these cases approxi-

mate algorithms are widely used [19]. It should be

noted that many of the approximate algorithms

that have been developed for problems of combi-

natorial optimization also rely on the construction

of a decision tree [40]. These algorithms try to re-

duce the number of variants to be considered by

eliminating less promising branches of the decision
tree. However, in this procedure the optimal result

can be lost. The quality of the results and the

computation time define the effectiveness of ap-

proximate methods.

There are many formal mathematical models

such as sets, graphs, matrices, logic functions, etc.

that are typically used in order to describe com-

binatorial tasks. As a rule any of these represen-
tations can be converted into any other [31]. We

have selected discrete matrices as the primary
mathematical model because they can easily be

represented in both software and hardware. Be-

sides, the architecture of the combinatorial pro-

cessor that we are going to suggest needs to be

reconfigurable (in order to be able to handle a

variety of problems and problem instances) and
the matrix model is more suited to this purpose

because it significantly eases the process of recon-

figuration and helps to minimize the reconfigura-

tion time.
3. Strategies of combinatorial computations

Let us analyze the various possible ways in

which combinatorial computations might be car-

ried out. Basically, there are three different ap-

proaches that can be adopted. The first is based on

the design and implementation of an ASIC that is

able to solve a chosen combinatorial problem. In

this case we are likely to achieve excellent results

(in terms of performance) because the functional
and control units that are required can be opti-

mized for the selected problem. However, if it

becomes necessary to solve a different problem, or

even to make a small change in the algorithm

employed, all the original design steps have to be

repeated. Thus this approach is totally inflexible.

Moreover, ASICs have very high development

costs that would only be recovered in the case of
large volume production.

The second possible approach is to use a GPC

and to develop a software program that solves the

required combinatorial problems. Compared to

the first approach this is very flexible: any algo-

rithmic change can easily be incorporated into the

program code. The problem here is performance.

The architecture of a GPC is not tailored to the
specific domain of combinatorial computations

and applications must always be programmed

using the instructions from the fixed set that

the machine provides.

The last approach to be analyzed relies on re-

configurable hardware. This is considered to be

more advantageous because it allows the benefits,

such as flexibility and speed, of both ASICs and
GPCs to be combined, and their weaknesses to

be eliminated. Of course, in similar technology,
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FPGAs (reconfigurable hardware is usually con-

structed with the aid of SRAM-based FPGAs)

suffer a speed penalty of at least one order of

magnitude compared to ASICs. However, FPGAs

possess the flexibility and low development cost of

software implementations. To enable an imple-
mentation based on reconfigurable hardware to

outperform the equivalent software implementa-

tion, the following techniques are usually em-

ployed. First, primary functional units are

constructed in such a way that they are optimized

for particular operations, thus requiring fewer

clock cycles [2]. Second, the techniques of parallel

processing and pipelining are employed. And fi-
nally, the memory organization is tailored to spe-

cific data sizes, thus speeding up data transfer.

It should be noted that in general it is difficult to

realize practical combinatorial algorithms effi-

ciently entirely in an FPGA. This is because re-

configurable logic is not so well suited for some

computations. For instance, floating point arith-

metic can be realized more efficiently in custom
mathematical co-processors. In addition, some

fragments of combinatorial algorithms are acti-

vated rarely and we can predict that the effective-

ness of an FPGA-based solution will be low for

such fragments. A GPC is more appropriate for

realizing such irregular computations. On the

other hand, FPGAs are more suited to regular

(repeated) processing of a large volume of data
[14]. Thus the best result can be achieved by a

combination of GPC and FPGA resources. Sub-

routines that can benefit from a hardware imple-

mentation are mapped to the FPGA, while others

are computed by the GPC. Besides, in general it is

not possible to solve any problem instance in

FPGA because the reconfigurable hardware re-

sources are always limited. A more detailed con-
sideration of this matter is given in Section 6.

Combinatorial optimization problems have a

huge number of varieties so it is difficult to design

a universal accelerator that would allow for their

efficient solution. Indeed it would be very prob-

lematical to find a reasonable compromise between

the complexity of such an accelerator and the re-

dundancy of its components [30]. The architecture
of the RCP has to be reconfigurable to allow a wide

variety of combinatorial problems to be solved.
The reconfigurability feature is of great impor-

tance because the number of different primary

operations required to support all relevant algo-

rithms is huge, but any particular algorithm in-

volves just a very limited number of them [22,30].

Within the domain of configurable computing,
we can distinguish between two modes of config-

urability: static and dynamic [26]. Static reconfig-

uration assumes permanent functionality after the

configuration has been loaded. In fact it does not

provide much flexibility but permits performance

to be increased by using hardware that is opti-

mized for a given application. Dynamic reconfi-

guration allows the functionality of the system to
be changed during the execution of an application.

Dynamic reconfiguration can in turn be partial or

global. Global reconfiguration reserves all the

hardware resources for each step of execution.

After a step has been concluded, the device may be

reprogrammed for the next step. Partial reconfig-

uration implies the selective modification of

hardware resources. This opportunity allows the
hardware to be adapted to better suit the actual

needs of the application. Since only selected por-

tions are reconfigured, the configuration overhead

is smaller than in the previous case.

A variety of reprogrammable devices can be

used to carry out dynamic reconfiguration. Single-

context devices require complete reprogramming

in order to introduce even a small change. Multi-

context devices possess various planes of configu-

ration information with just one of them active at

any given moment. The main advantage of such

devices is the ability to switch the context very

quickly. They also support background configu-

ration thus allowing a selected context to be re-

programmed while another one is active. Partially

reconfigurable devices permit small portions of
their resources to be modified without disturbing

the remaining parts. Although this kind of device

(such as the XC6200 family of Xilinx) was used in

some architectures intended to accelerate the so-

lution of combinatorial problems [1], the potential

for partial reconfigurability has not been explored.

It should be noted that although the majority of

commercially available FPGAs are single-context,
there is a technique (based on HTs) that allows

partial dynamic reconfiguration to take place. The
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primary idea of a HT is to construct a parame-

terizable computational unit in such a way that it

includes components that have both changeable

and non-changeable functionality with fixed con-

nections between them [30]. Customizing the unit

is achieved by configuring the components that
have alterable functionality, and the number of

these components is kept to a minimum. This al-

lows partial reconfigurability to be used and fun-

damentally reduces the configuration overhead.
Fig. 1. The structure of RCP.
4. Design and implementation of RCP

On the basis of the analysis of the mathematical

models that are used in combinatorial optimiza-

tion [31], and the primary operations and basic

techniques for combinatorial algorithms over dis-

crete matrices [30], the following requirements for

the RCP have been formulated.

Due to the heterogeneity of combinatorial

tasks, the RCP must be dynamically reconfigura-
ble. In other words we must be able to modify the

processor�s functionality at run time. In order to

reduce the reconfiguration time, the RCP has to be

based on a HT. In this case only the basic com-

putational operations and the corresponding con-

trol algorithms can be altered. All the other

components and connections between them will

not be changed. In order to do this we propose
using a RAM-based HT in such a way that cus-

tomizing the functionality of the RCP is achieved

by reloading RAM-based blocks.

Consequently, the RCP has to be built on the

basis of an FPGA with distributed memory cells

(e.g. LUTs) or embedded memory blocks, such as

the Xilinx XC4000 and Virtex families. The dis-

tributed cells grouped in blocks of required sizes
can be used to store matrices, much like the way

the general-purpose registers of a GPC store op-

erands and the results of intermediate computa-

tions. The embedded memory blocks can also be

used to implement the components of a HT with

modifiable functionality. The reconfiguration is

supported by auxiliary circuits that control the

reloading of the RAM-based blocks.
Fig. 1 depicts the structure of a RCP that sat-

isfies the requirements considered above. The RCP
in Fig. 1 consists of two major parts: a reconfig-

urable control unit (RCU), and a reconfigurable
functional unit (RFU). The shaded blocks in Fig. 1

can be customized for a particular application.

The remaining blocks possess fixed functionality

and perform common tasks that are shared by

many different combinatorial problems.

Let us describe each reconfigurable block from

Fig. 1 in more detail.

4.1. Reprogrammable matrices

The Matrices block can store up to three logical

matrices with dimensions m� n. For each logical

matrix, U, two physical copies are constructed, the

first of which stores the original matrix, U, and the

second stores its transpose, UT. Of course, such an

approach requires double the resources needed
to store just the matrix data. However, the RCP

performance is improved significantly because

each row and column can be read in just one clock

cycle. Each physical matrix is composed of two

blocks of equal dimensions: U ones and U zeros.
The blocks U ones ðUT onesÞ contain 1s in the

positions where the original logical matrix UðUTÞ
has 1s and contain 0s in all the other positions.
Correspondingly, the blocks U zeros ðUT zerosÞ
hold 1s only in the positions in which matrix

UðUTÞ has 0s. As a result, each element uij,
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i ¼ 1; . . . ;m, j ¼ 1; . . . ; n, of the matrix U is en-

coded as follows:

• if uij ¼ �1�, then U ones½i�½j� ¼ �1� U zeros½i�½j� ¼
�0�, UT ones½j�½i� ¼ �1�, and UT zeros½j�½i� ¼ �0�.

• if uij ¼ �0�, then U ones½i�½j� ¼ �0�, U zeros½i�½j� ¼
�1�, UT ones½j�½i� ¼ �0�, and UT zeros½j�½i� ¼ �1�.

• if uij ¼ �-�, then U ones½i�½j� ¼ �0�, U zeros½i�½j� ¼
�0�, UT ones½j�½i� ¼ �0�, and UT zeros½j�½i� ¼ �0�.

Fig. 2 illustrates the encoding for the following

matrix:

U ¼ – 1 0

0 – 1

� �

Before execution the relevant matrix data are
transferred to the Matrices block. When some

other problem instance is to be solved, the block

can easily be loaded with different data.

4.2. Reconfigurable control unit

The RCU implements the control algorithms

that are required. The unit is modeled by a finite
state machine (FSM) with dynamically modifiable

behavior that generates the sequence of operations

for the combinatorial algorithm being executed.

An FSM might be presented at the structural level

as a composition of a combinational circuit that

calculates the next states and outputs, and a reg-

ister that stores the current state (see Fig. 3).

We are considering a so-called RAM-based
FSM, i.e. an FSM for which the combinational

circuit is constructed from RAM-based blocks
0 1 0
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Fig. 2. Example of representing a ternary matrix in FPGA

memory blocks.
[32]. Any state code from the register is combined

with input variables (i.e. logic conditions from the
set X ) and the result forms an address in the FSM

RAM. Each address accesses a word in the FSM

RAM that contains both the code for the corre-

sponding next state and the outputs (i.e. the con-

trol signals from the set Y ). Such an architecture is

easily reprogrammable since reloading the con-

tents of the FSM RAM changes the functionality

of the RCU. If R is the minimum number of bits
needed for state codes, then the size of the FSM

RAM is 2ðRþLÞ � ðRþ NÞ, where L is the number of

inputs from the set X and N is the number of

outputs from the set Y . For sufficiently large L the

size of the FSM RAM becomes quite large. Thus

the principal drawback of this approach is that it is

resource consuming and only allows very simple

control algorithms to be implemented.
In order to reduce the size requirements of the

RCU, a special state encoding technique was em-

ployed that allows the functional dependency of

outputs on inputs to be reduced [35]. The tech-

nique relies on combining the inputs from the set X
with state codes, enabling the depth of the FSM

RAM to be reduced to 2R
0
where R6R0

6 ðRþ LÞ.
As a result, the size of the FSM RAM becomes
2R

0 � ðR0 þ NÞ. Experiments have shown that for

many practical applications R0 ! R and usually

R6R0
6 ðRþ 1Þ [35].

To support reprogrammability, the RCU is

decomposed into several RAM-based sub-blocks

corresponding to the architecture presented in

Fig. 4 (which implements the Moore FSM model).

The block Y RAM produces outputs on the basis
of state codes. The block A RAM provides con-
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ditional state transitions, i.e. transitions that are

caused by some input variables from the set X . For

all unconditional state transitions the output vec-

tor a is identically equal to 0. The block P RAM

calculates the vector p that depends on inputs from

the set X and on the vector a. Finally, the block
FSM RAM produces the next state of the FSM. A

more detailed description of the decomposition

and encoding can be found in [32,35].

As a result, the RCU is based on a parameter-

izable HT that has some predefined constraints.

These constraints restrict the sizes of the respective

RAM-based blocks, and consequently determine

the maximum number of FSM states, inputs, out-
puts, and conditional state transitions that can be

accommodated [32]. It is very easy to reprogram

this device. For such purposes it is sufficient to

reload the contents of the RAM-based blocks. We

have developed special software tools [32] that al-

low a given behavioral specification of the control

algorithms to be translated into the RAM contents,

assuming that the RCU is based on the predefined
HT. The results of experiments [32] have shown

that the proposed realization of the RCU requires

less area than circuits generated by the Xilinx

Foundation Software from the same specification.
bk

k

codes of operations

RAM-based
block Ck

Fig. 5. The reconfigurable core performs operations over rows

and columns of matrices.
4.3. Reconfigurable functional unit

The RFU is composed of memory elements and
circuits needed to store and process the variables
of the algorithm. Basic computations over col-

umns and rows of discrete matrices are executed in

the reconfigurable core shown in Fig. 5. The core is

composed of a number of RAM-based blocks (the

number of blocks, k, is equal to maxðm; nÞ). Each
block performs an operation over one or two 2-bit
values and calculates a 2-bit result. The first bit

comes from one of the blocks U ones or UT ones,
and the second bit is from the blocks U zeros or

UT zeros.
In order to implement different operations, it

is necessary to reload the appropriate group of

RAM-based blocks. Three groups of operations
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have been proposed: Boolean operations, such as

a ^ b; operations that require an answer in the

form YES/NO, for example ‘‘test if a is orthogonal

to b’’; and counting operations, such as calculating

the number of zeros in a Boolean vector [29,30].

4.4. Implementation of the RCP

Two variants of the RCP have been designed,

implemented, and tested. The first variant was

implemented based on the XStend board from

XESS [38] containing one Xilinx XC4010XL

FPGA. The reprogrammable blocks of the RCP

were constructed from LUTs available in this
FPGA. The reconfiguration was carried out

through the parallel port. Since the FPGA em-

ployed has very restricted resources and reconfig-

uration via a parallel interface does not provide

much flexibility, this implementation has only been

used for verification purposes and for some ex-

periments. In this section we present the results

achieved with this approach.
The second variant of RCP architecture that is

more application-oriented was implemented sub-

sequently using the ADM-XRC PCI board [3].

This board contains one XCV812E Virtex Ex-

tended Memory FPGA with approximately 254K

logic gates and embedded memory blocks that

provide for a total capacity of more than 1 Mbits

[39]. Interaction with the FPGA is carried out with
the aid of the ADM-XRC API library, which

provides support for initialization, loading con-

figuration bitstreams, data transfers, interrupt
Library

Load a HT
to FPGA

Extract the re
HT configur
from the lib

Wait for res
Continue
execution

Fig. 6. Configurin
processing, clock management and error handling.

The respective implementation is tailored to the

Boolean satisfiability problem and all the details

can be found in [33,34].

For configuring the FPGA, the following

model has been proposed (see Fig. 6). Basic
functions of combinatorial algorithms (for in-

stance, find-max-column, find-ort-row, etc.) are

included in a parameterized library. The system

level specification is prepared in the C++ pro-

gramming language, i.e. a combinatorial algo-

rithm is described in C++ using the library

mentioned above. The assisting software tools

extract the corresponding configuration from the
library and download it to the FPGA when re-

quired. Note that the basic HT is loaded from the

very beginning, so it is only necessary to repro-

gram the alterable components in the RCU and

RFU. Finally the matrix data are passed to the

FPGA for processing. When the computation has

been completed, the assisting software tools will

store the intermediate results and program exe-
cution will proceed, eventually reaching another

hardware library function forcing a similar se-

quence of actions, i.e. the process considered

above will be repeated.
5. Experiments

Two main applications were used to test the

RCP. These are the Boolean satisfiability problem

and the covering problem.
quired
ation
rary

ults
Transfer matrix

data to the FPGA

Configure the HT
(RFU and RCU)

g the RCP.
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5.1. The Boolean satisfiability problem

The Boolean satisfiability problem involves de-

termining if a formula presented in conjunctive

normal form (CNF) is satisfied by some truth as-
signment. The search variant of this problem re-

quires at least one satisfying assignment to be

found. A CNF consists of a conjunction of a

number of clauses, where a clause is a disjunction

of one or more variables or their negations. The

SAT problem has great importance in the area of

computer-aided hardware optimization.

For example the following formula contains
four variables and three clauses, and is satisfied

when x1 ¼ �0�, x2 ¼ �0�, x3 ¼ �1� and x4 ¼ �1�:

ð�xx1 _ x4Þðx3Þðx1 _ �xx2 _ �xx3Þ
In order to solve this problem with the aid of the

RCP, we first have to formulate it over a ternary

matrix U. Let us set a correspondence between
the variables and clauses of the formula, and the

columns and rows of U. Each element uij,
i ¼ 1; . . . ;m, j ¼ 1; . . . ; n, of the matrix is equal to:

• �0�––if variable xj is included in clause ci with
negation;

• �1�––if variable xj is included in clause ci without
negation;

• �-� (don�t care)––if variable xj is not included in

clause ci.

Taking into account these rules, the matrix U

for the formula considered above can be presented

in the following form:

We have implemented a deterministic solution

to the SAT problem that exhaustively generates

and examines all possible assignments of values

to variables. It should be noted that such a

brute-force approach is not very efficient. How-

ever, it can be used to estimate the effectiveness

of the proposed architecture. The more compe-
tent solution to this problem can be found in

[33,34].
The algorithm employed has been described by

the graph-scheme (GS) [5] depicted in Fig. 7. The

problem can be solved using the following se-

quence of actions. First we have to construct the

matrix U, load the control algorithm from Fig. 7

into the RCU, and configure the RFU to imple-
ment the orthogonality checking operation.

According to the algorithm we have to find a

Boolean vector w that is orthogonal to all rows of

the matrix U. Two ternary vectors a ¼ ½a1 a2 . . .
an� and b ¼ ½b1 b2 . . . bn� are orthogonal if there

exist j ¼ 1; . . . ; n, such that either aj ¼ �0� and

bj ¼ �1�, or aj ¼ �1� and bj ¼ �0�. If such vector can-

not be found then the problem is unsatisfiable. In
the opposite case the negated vector w gives the

solution, i.e. all its elements having value �0� point
to variables, which must be equal to �1�, and all its

elements with value �1� point to variables, which

must be equal to �0�.
The overall runtime for solving this problem in

hardware includes in our case the time for con-

figuring the matrix, the RCU, and the RFU, and
the actual hardware execution time.
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5.2. The covering problem

Covering is a well-known combinatorial prob-

lem that has many practical applications. For a

given set it requires a subset to be found that has
certain properties. The optimization variant of this

problem involves finding a subset of minimal

cardinality. For example, let us suppose that it is

necessary to determine a minimum-size vertex

cover of an undirected graph. It is known that a

vertex cover of a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is a subset

V 0 � V such that if ðu; vÞ 2 E, then u 2 V 0 or v 2 V 0

(or both) [7].
In order to solve this problem in the RCP, we

must reformulate it over a matrix. For this pur-

pose let us build the incidence matrix, I, whose

columns correspond to edges of the graph and

rows represent the vertices. Now in order to solve

the problem, we have to find a cover of the matrix,

I, that is composed of the minimal number of rows

having in conjunction at least one �1� in each col-
umn of I. The selected rows correspond to the

vertices that must be included into the minimum-

size vertex cover. Let us consider an example. For

the graph in Fig. 8a the incidence matrix is pre-

sented in the form depicted in Fig. 8b.

In order to find a minimum-size row cover of a

Boolean matrix we used the approximate algo-

rithm described in Fig. 9 [40]. As can be seen from
Fig. 9, the primary operation to be executed by the

algorithm is to count the number of ones in dif-

ferent rows and columns of the matrix. Thus the

problem can be solved by applying the following

basic steps. First the matrix I is constructed, then
I

v1 v2 v3

v6 v7

v4 v5

v8

a b

c d

e

f

h i

j g

(a)

Fig. 8. A minimum-size vertex cover of a graph (a
the control algorithm is loaded into the RCU.

Finally, the RFU is configured to implement a

count-number-of-ones operation.

The discovered subset is shaded in the graph in

Fig. 8a and in the matrix I in Fig. 8b. In this ex-

ample we have indeed found the minimum-size
vertex cover of the graph but in the general case

the algorithm does not guarantee that the best

solution will be found.

5.3. Performance results

Table 1 contains the results obtained when we

solved the two combinatorial problems considered
with the aid of software running under Windows

2000 on a Pentium III-800 MHz/256 MB PC and

with the RCP implemented in an XC4010XL

FPGA. The rows Cov1 . . .Cov6 show results for

randomly generated instances of the covering

problem, and the rows SAT1 . . . SAT 6––for the

satisfiability problem.

The first line in Table 1 presents an example of a
trivial operation that counts the number of ones in

a Boolean vector. This operation requires several

clock cycles in a GPC. In the RCP we can realize it

using much fewer clock cycles.

As it can be seen from Table 1, the improve-

ment in results obtained for the covering problem

compared to the software implementation of the

same algorithm is quite considerable. The primary
operation of the algorithm for finding the minimal

row cover of a Boolean matrix is to count the

number of ones in various rows and columns (see

Fig. 9). As we mentioned above, this operation
8
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2

1

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

0001000000

1101010000

1010000000

0100100000
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) and the corresponding incidence matrix (b).



Finding a row R with the
maximum number of 1s that has

'1' in the column C

Searching for a column C with
the minimal number of 1s

Is the number
of 1s equal to 0?

Include the row R into the
constructing set

Is the matrix empty?

End

The covering does not exist

no

Remove from the matrix the row
R and all the columns that have

1s in the row R

yes

yes

no

Begin

Count the number
of ones

Fig. 9. An algorithm for finding the minimal row cover of a Boolean matrix.

Table 1

Experimental results with RCP implemented in XC4010XL FPGA

Problem Matrix/vector

dimensions

Software execution

time (in ms)

Hardware execution

time (in ms)

Speedup

Count the number of

ones in a vector

8 0.0059 0.00002487 237

Cov1 0.284 0.0110 25.82

Cov2 0.310515 0.0144 24.56

Cov3 0.217905 0.0065 33.52

Cov4 0.17684 0.00423 41.81

Cov5 8· 8 0.292075 0.00924 31.61

Cov6 0.227125 0.00274 82.89

SAT1 4.54248 0.02971 152.89

SAT2 5.22301 0.01508 346.35

SAT3 0.24891 0.000588 423.32

SAT4 11.75764 0.07485 157.08

SAT5 8· 8 2.72465 0.008059 338.09

SAT6 0.51543 0.002647 194.72
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executes in the RCP much faster than in software.
However, the problem is quite control-oriented, so
the acceleration in the basic operation is not
achieved overall because the other parts of the
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algorithm are not executed much faster than in

software. We guess that this circumstance impedes

the achievement of a more significant speedup

compared to the software implementation.

For the satisfiability problem we have obtained

more impressive speedups. This is because the al-
gorithm (see Fig. 7) only requires sequential

reading of different rows of the matrix and

checking the respective vectors for orthogonality.

Each of these operations needs just one clock cycle

in the RCP. In software the matrix has been con-

structed as an array of integers. Thus checking

whether the vector w (see Fig. 7) is orthogonal to

any row of the matrix requires many memory ac-
cesses and calculations.
6. Software/reconfigurable hardware partitioning

For the examples considered (see Section 5),

each task was completely solved in FPGA. Note

that the proposed RCP limits the maximum di-
mensions of the matrix so the RCP cannot be used

for dealing with an arbitrary task. With respect to

the maximum matrix dimensions that are allowed,

three different kinds of situations can occur:

� The problem instance is very small and sim-

ple. In this case the use of FPGA becomes un-

reasonable because it takes a significant time to
reconfigure the HT (in our case), or to generate the

hardware circuit (in an instance-specific ap-

proach). Either way, in this instance we will lose all

the advantages of fast hardware and a software

solution will work much faster.

� The problem instance is hard and its dimen-

sions fit within the matrix dimensions allowed in

FPGA. In this case we might possibly achieve a
sufficiently good performance to offset the hard-

ware configuration time. However, real-world

problems rarely match the limited dimensions of

the HT.

� The problem size is very large, far and away

exceeding the supported hardware capacity.

Within the domain of an instance-specific ap-

proach [1,41], the following solution is usually
adopted. If the circuit cannot be implemented in a

single FPGA, several FPGAs are employed by
applying special methods for multi-FPGA parti-

tioning. Nevertheless, there is still no guarantee

that a given task will be solved efficiently on the

available reconfigurable hardware resources.

Because of that, we suggest the following
strategy should be applied. As we have already

discussed in Section 2, a common approach to

solving combinatorial problems is based on a de-

cision tree. When we construct the tree, various

splitting and reduction methods are used. This

enables the initial matrix dimensions to be de-

creased gradually (traversing one of the tree

branches).
The RCP is based on a HT with predefined

constraints on the maximum number of rows and

columns of the matrix. We can utilize the fol-

lowing technique to accommodate this. First of

all, the assisting software tools will configure the

RFU and the RCU to execute the required al-

gorithm. Next, if the initial matrix satisfies the

predefined constraints, the matrix data will be
transferred to FPGA and the problem will be

completely solved in the RCP. Otherwise, the

software will try to solve the problem. During this

process, it will apply special splitting and reduc-

tion methods until an intermediate matrix, con-

structed during the current search step, is arrived

at that does not exceed the capacity restrictions.

From this point on, the RCP will be responsible
for subsequent steps. If the reconfigurable hard-

ware finds a solution, the problem is considered

to be solved and the result will be dispatched to

the host computer. On the other hand, if the

current branch of the decision tree does not allow

a solution to be found, control will be returned to

the software. The software will then continue to

traverse the decision tree, eventually reaching
some other point where the matrix dimensions

will fall within the constraints. The matrix data

will then be transferred to FPGA and the

RCP will try to solve the sub-problem. These

steps will be repeated until we arrive at either a

negative or positive result, i.e. we will either ob-

tain a solution or we will conclude that the

problem does not have a solution. Thus the de-
cision tree will be treated in software and in

hardware in the way that is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Processing of the decision tree in software and in

reconfigurable hardware.
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7. Discussion and related work

Recently, several research groups have explored

the possibility of accelerating the solution of

combinatorial optimization problems with the aid
of reconfigurable hardware. The best-investigated

problems were the SAT problem [1,23,36,41,42]

and the covering problem [24]. As we mentioned in

the introduction, practically all proposed archi-

tectures apply an instance-specific approach.

For example, Plessl et al. proposed an archi-

tecture for an instance-specific accelerator for the

minimum covering problem [24]. The suggested
architecture implements a branch-and-bound al-

gorithm in 3-valued logic. For each problem in-

stance a VHDL description of the respective

circuit is automatically generated by a specially

designed software application. The resulting

VHDL code is used for synthesis and implemen-

tation of the circuit with the aid of commercially

available tools.
The generation of a specific FPGA configura-

tion for each individual problem instance permits

performance to be increased and provides a good

utilization of available resources. The total prob-

lem solving time in this case is equal to ‘‘hardware

circuit generation time’’ + ‘‘FPGA configuration

time’’ + ‘‘execution time’’. It should be noted that

the time required to generate an instance-specific
circuit is quite significant, frequently exceeding the
actual execution time, and thus canceling out all

the advantages of the fast hardware implementa-

tion. For example, with the accelerator developed

by Plessl et al. the hardware execution time for

some problem instances that were presented in [24]

ranged from 1 ms to 2 s while the synthesis and
implementation of the circuit required several

minutes. Consequently this method can only be

used efficiently for very difficult problems for

which the hardware compilation and configuration

time is negligible compared to the execution time.

That is why all recent efforts have been focused on

avoiding instance-specific placement and routing.

For such purposes, special techniques are usually
employed that enable the generation of the FPGA

configurations to be significantly accelerated and

higher clock rates to be achieved. These techniques

rely on modular design styles [1] and HTs that are

automatically customized for each problem in-

stance [42].

For example, Dandalis et al. [8] proposed an

application-specific mapping approach for solving
graph problems. The main objective was to elimi-

nate an excessive hardware compilation time by

reducing the need for CAD tools at the mapping

stage. For each problem instance an individual

circuit is generated. However, the authors [8] have

designed an algorithm-specific template, referred

to as skeleton, which consists of modules corre-

sponding to basic graph elements. The skeleton
can be adapted to different graph instances at run-

time.

However, the HTs employed in reconfigurable

accelerators are usually oriented towards just one

problem, and only allow customization for various

instances of the same problem. In order to address

a different task, even one that is very similar, it is

necessary to design a new circuit and to modify the
software tools that are employed for automatic

customization. As opposed to this approach, the

RCP is domain-oriented and thus can be used for

solving various combinatorial problems. It is a

partially reconfigurable accelerator since only

small portions of the control and functional units

need to be programmed to match a certain algo-

rithm. The total problem solving time for the RCP
consists of three components: ‘‘the HT configura-

tion time’’+ ‘‘the time spent in communications
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between software and FPGA’’ + ‘‘the execution

time’’. If the problem is partitioned between soft-

ware and hardware then the latter value includes

two parts: the software execution time and the

hardware execution time. Since the reconfiguration

is partial, the configuration time is negligible
compared to the execution time.

A similar approach was followed in a cube

calculus machine (CCM) proposed in [22]. The

CCM is a hardware accelerator reconfigurable for

specific multiple-valued cube calculus operations

required by a certain algorithm. For each algo-

rithm an appropriate structure of CCM must be

instantiated. The CCM is targeted at execution of
the inner loop of algorithms, i.e. a loop that per-

forms operations on cubes. For each operation the

host processor loads the respective complex in-

struction to the CCM and then sends the relevant

data cubes to the CCM and receives back the re-

sultant cubes. In such a model of execution, the

communication between the host processor and

the CCM is quite intensive and can only be ac-
ceptable for tightly coupled systems. In contrast to

this, the RCP executes the complete algorithm, not

just the inner loop, thereby reducing the commu-

nication overhead.

Another important issue affecting any algo-

rithm implemented in reconfigurable hardware is

related to the logic capacity of the device em-

ployed, which is always limited. Thus, efficient
techniques are needed to deal with the situation

when a problem instance exceeds the available

hardware resources. In the domain of combina-

torial accelerators the following four possibilities

have been explored.

The first is the expansion of the logic capacity

by interconnecting a number of FPGAs and par-

titioning the circuit between them. It should be
noted that fast and efficient multi-device parti-

tioning and routing is quite a difficult task (of

course modular and scalable design styles [22,42]

can alleviate it).

The second method is to partition the problem

into a series of configurations to be run either se-

quentially or in parallel. The partitioning is per-

formed by decomposing an initial problem
instance into a set of independent sub-problems

[1]. Each sub-problem must satisfy the imposed
hardware constraints. The main limitation of this

method is that the efficiency of the decomposition

greatly depends on the characteristics of the

problem instance. As a result, for some problem

instances the partitioning time may increase to

unacceptable levels.
The third method is based on a virtual hard-

ware scheme proposed in [36] for solving the SAT

problem, which relies on dividing the circuit into a

series of hardware pages that are successively run

being the intermediate results stored in external

memory blocks. Since all the hardware pages have

the same structure with only a number of registers

being reconfigured, the page switching is per-
formed very fast.

The last method, described in Section 6, is based

on software/hardware partitioning according to

the available logic capacity of the hardware that is

employed [33,34]. Of course, the efficiency of such a

partitioning depends on both the problem struc-

ture and the scale of the respective implementation

of the RCP. In the worst case the time spent in
communications can be a significant portion of the

total problem solving time. However, recent

FPGAs such as Stratix from Altera and Virtex-II/

Virtex-II Pro from Xilinx provide an adequate

platform for full-scale implementation of the RCP

and assure a more efficient software/hardware

partitioning. Moreover, it is not even necessary to

implement the RCP on a SRAM-based FPGA
since the reconfigurability of the accelerator is

limited to the number of RAM-based blocks

available in the RCU and RFU. Thus the RCP can

be implemented as an ASIC equipped with em-

bedded memory blocks [22]. Nevertheless, an im-

plementation based on an in-circuit programmable

FPGA is in most cases more cost-effective since the

FPGA can be used for other tasks that may be
required by different applications.
8. Conclusion

The paper presents the results of the design and

implementation of a reconfigurable processor for

problems of combinatorial optimization. It pro-
poses an architecture for a RCP based on HTs that

are composed of fixed components and repro-
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grammable blocks. The latter include functional

and control units with dynamically modifiable

behavior. The advantages of the RCP have been

shown by experiments with two important com-

binatorial applications, the Boolean satisfiability

and covering problems. Finally, we propose a
computational model that allows efficient collab-

oration between software and reconfigurable

hardware and permits the hardware capacity

problem inherent to all instance-specific imple-

mentations to be partially solved.
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